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Q1. Please state your name, occupation, and business address. 1 

 My name is Scott R. Anderson and I am Manager of Rates at Green Mountain Power 2 

(“GMP” or the “Company”).  My business address is 2152 Post Road, Rutland, Vermont 3 

05701. 4 

Q2. Please summarize your educational background and work experience. 5 

 A description of my education and background is attached as Exhibit GMP-SRA-1. 6 

Q3. Have you previously testified before the Public Utility Commission 7 

(“Commission”)? 8 

 Yes.  A list of cases that I have provided testimony is included in Exhibit GMP-SRA-1.  I 9 

most recently provided testimony in support of GMP’s recent Petition for Proposed Rate 10 

Design, Case No. 18-2850-TF (“2018 Rate Design”), that was filed on August 3, 2018. 11 

Q4. What is the purpose of your testimony? 12 

 While Ms. Carlson’s testimony provides details about how the Term Contract resolves 13 

GlobalFoundries U.S. 2 LLC’s (“GlobalFoundries”) issues in a number of current GMP 14 

proceedings before the Commission, my testimony provides specific support for the 15 

transmission class rate allocation included in the agreement that is also part of the 16 

ongoing Proposed 2018 Rate Design proceeding.  As such, my testimony is largely the 17 

same as the testimony I provided in that proceeding.  First, I provide some background 18 

information regarding GlobalFoundries’ unique customer status and then summarize 19 

some of the issues that GlobalFoundries has raised in the past with respect to its rate class 20 
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allocation.  I then reiterate the reasons why GMP’s proposed transmission class 21 

reallocation is reasonable and how this benefits all GMP customers.   22 

Q5. You mentioned that GlobalFoundries is a unique GMP customer.  What do you 23 

mean by this? 24 

 GlobalFoundries is GMP’s largest customer and the sole customer in GMP’s Rate 70 25 

Transmission Service Class.  As a Transmission Class customer, GlobalFoundries takes 26 

service directly from the 115 kV transmission grid and separately maintains its own 27 

substantial voltage transformation substation and distribution system.  Ms. Carlson and 28 

Mr. Flaherty also provide discussion of the unique roles that GlobalFoundries plays as a 29 

GMP customer and employer in the state in their testimony.  30 

Q6. Can you please summarize the issues GlobalFoundries has raised in the past with 31 

respect to its rate class allocation? 32 

 GlobalFoundries has for some time stated its position that its rate allocation is too high, 33 

given its lack of reliance upon GMP’s distribution and subtransmission networks, among 34 

other reasons.  GlobalFoundries has argued that fairness dictates it should receive a 35 

decrease of its allocation.  This position is based on GlobalFoundries’ review of the 36 

Company’s cost of service filing in Case No. 17-3112-INV and advocacy for GMP to 37 

select allocation factors for certain cost of service components that would support 38 

GlobalFoundries’ view of its proper, lower rate class allocation.  Specifically, 39 

GlobalFoundries has raised in prior proceedings and discussions concerns regarding 40 

GMP’s choice of allocation factors in various areas, and our treatment of miscellaneous 41 
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service revenue credits.  GlobalFoundries also has stated that it is a highly price-sensitive 42 

customer, with operating semiconductor fabrication facilities in adjacent markets that 43 

have the same tools, manufacturing lines, and capacity that would allow it to manufacture 44 

product elsewhere quickly, and should therefore be allowed to bear a smaller share of 45 

common and joint costs than allocated pursuant to an embedded cost study.   46 

In consideration of GlobalFoundries’ position, and in resolution of 47 

GlobalFoundries’ issues with GMP’s 2018 Proposed Rate Design, GMP has agreed that a 48 

downward allocation to Rate 70 is warranted.  As part of the Term Contract and as 49 

proposed in the 2018 Rate Design proceeding, GMP is seeking approval of a downward 50 

adjustment of 2.73% to the Rate 70 allocation, which is the equivalent of lowering 51 

GlobalFoundries’ overall revenue contribution to GMP (based upon 2017 revenues) from 52 

6.17% to 6.00% which is still well above the marginal cost to serve GlobalFoundries. 53 

Q7. Please summarize the reasons why this reallocation for Rate 70 is appropriate, in 54 

your view. 55 

 As I stated in my testimony supporting the Proposed Rate Design, in addition to the 56 

challenges raised by GlobalFoundries regarding GMP’s allocator choices that the 57 

Commission reasonably could credit, GMP is convinced, based upon its discussions and 58 

understanding from GlobalFoundries, that GlobalFoundries meets the definition of a 59 

highly price-sensitive demand-elastic customer.  The semi-conductor manufacturing 60 

business is global and GlobalFoundries is in direct competition to supply these semi-61 

conductors to the marketplace.  Additionally, even within the GlobalFoundries company 62 

they have direct and ongoing locational competition related to where the semi-conductors 63 
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will be manufactured—meaning they are capable of shifting the Vermont manufacturing 64 

load to other operating plants.  A downward adjustment in this circumstance, particularly 65 

with a very large electric user and regional employer, is also consistent with 30 V.S.A. § 66 

218e which speaks to the State’s economic vitality by instructing the Commission to 67 

consider the impact on manufacturing when making decisions on the cost of electricity. 68 

There is a principle of pricing called Ramsey Pricing that is appropriate for 69 

customers that have an extremely elastic demand.  The principle is also referred to as the 70 

inverse elasticity rule, where prices are set closer to marginal cost for services with more 71 

elastic demand and conversely farther from marginal cost for services with less elastic 72 

demand.  The concept is that pricing using this principle can make all customers better 73 

off by keeping the net revenue contribution from very price-sensitive customers rather 74 

than potentially losing those customers entirely.  Recovering less revenue from 75 

GlobalFoundries is appropriate in hopes of retaining this load and the contribution to 76 

fixed costs that GlobalFoundries would continue to provide.  77 

This is particularly true when we recognize the unique characteristics of 78 

GlobalFoundries that also are at play.  As I noted previously, they are a single-class 79 

customer, the only Transmission Class customer of GMP.  They also are GMP’s largest 80 

electricity purchaser.  Given their status as a Transmission Class customer, they have 81 

their own substation and distribution infrastructure that they operate and separately pay to 82 

maintain, and they therefore utilize to a lesser degree than any other GMP customer 83 

GMP’s grid infrastructure.   84 
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Q8. What is the net cost effect of this downward allocation to other customers, and how 85 

does the allocation relate to the marginal cost of serving GlobalFoundries? 86 

 The downward adjustment is within the modest range of other adjustments sought in the 87 

2018 Rate Design proceeding.  Rate 70 contributes $35,970,217 in 2017 test year revenue 88 

($37,901,818 based on 2017 revenue adjusted for the +5.37% rate increase on January 1, 89 

2018).  The downward allocation we propose in this filing reduces that amount by 90 

$981,987.  This is still well above the marginal cost to serve GlobalFoundries, which is 91 

$30,394,877, as shown in Exhibit GMP-SRA-2 (also provided in the 2018 Rate Design 92 

proceeding as Exhibit GMP-SRA-5).  GlobalFoundries contributes $7,506,941 above its 93 

marginal costs when compared to 2018 revenue.  Moreover, marginal cost studies do not 94 

take into account other potential costs for GMP that are difficult to quantify with 95 

precision, such as those related to different power purchase decisions it would have to 96 

make if GlobalFoundries’ load were no longer available to contribute to overall costs 97 

paid for by all customers.  They also do not include the secondary economic effects 98 

related to job loss and other lost business related to a significant downsizing or exit of 99 

GlobalFoundries from GMP territory.   100 

Q9. Will this reallocation benefit GMP’s other customers, and if so, how? 101 

 After this recommended reallocation, GlobalFoundries will still be contributing 102 

significant revenue ($6,524,954) beyond its marginal cost of service, which continues to 103 

benefit all other GMP customers after this reallocation.  It is better for all customers for 104 

GMP to receive slightly reduced contributions to fixed common costs from such a price 105 
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sensitive customer than no contribution because that customer has stopped taking electric 106 

service because they have relocated.   107 

Q10. In your opinion, is this allocation for GlobalFoundries fair and appropriate? 108 

 Yes, this is a fair allocation and appropriate in that it does not constitute a subsidy to 109 

GlobalFoundries from other customers as they are more than covering their marginal 110 

costs.  A subsidy exists only when the revenue generated for proposed rates for a 111 

customer does not cover estimates of that customer’s marginal cost.  It is sometimes 112 

appropriate to differentiate between customers by allocating less of the common costs 113 

suggested by an embedded cost study.  Here, that is justified for this class because its sole 114 

customer, GlobalFoundries, faces regional and national competitive pressures, has 115 

locational discretion, and may relocate facilities to other service territories which would 116 

impact other customers.  Transmission Rate 70 is unique among GMP’s customer classes.   117 

Q11. Does that conclude your testimony? 118 

 Yes, it does.  119 


